A Special Thank You

To the following very important PETA supporters:
• Our members, without whom our vital work for animals would not be possible
• Our Vanguard Society members, for their compassion and leadership
• Our Guardian members, for their commitment through regular gifts
• Our Augustus Club members, for giving animals a future through gifts to PETA in their wills
• Our online activists, for taking a stand against animal abuse by contacting governments, companies, or the organisations, and advocating for our sisters and brothers

Animal Friendly Businesses

PETA would like to thank the following compassionate companies. These members of PETA’s Business Friends programme are generous supporters of animal rights. To learn more about this programme, please visit PETABusinessFriends.co.uk.

• Adcocks Solicitors
• Baylis & Harding
• B_Boheme
• Beyond Skin
• Booja-Booja
• Bute Island Foods Ltd
• Cloud Twelve
• Dr Botanicals
• Ecotricity
• EDGE Design Studio
• Ethical Bedding Company
• Evig Grön
• The Fry Family Food Co
• Jaan J Non Silk Ties & Bow Ties
• Jivamukti Yoga
• Kavee
• LaBante
• Lemon Jelly
• Level Marketing
• Lifestyle International
• Materialise Interiors
• Montagne Jeunesse
• 7th Heaven
• Plamil Foods
• Plant Faced Clothing
• Property Finance (Dorset)
• Quinessence Aromatherapy
• Saorsa Hotel
• Smith Hobbs Wealth Management Limited
• Sweet Freedom
• The Throw Company Ltd
• Trevor Sorbie Salon Care
• Ultimate Vegan Café
• VeganDesign.org
• Vegusto
• Verdonce
• Viegan
• Watermans Hair Growth Shampoo & Conditioner
• Wilby
• Will’s Vegan Shoes
• The Wooden Chopping Board Company
• Yes To
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Financial Statement

Thank You!
Dear Friends,

In 2020, in the midst of the coronavirus pandemic, we were on the rise. To do that, we called on the world to end the most extreme forms of animal suffering and killing, and the results were monumental. We are now inspired to make 2021 an even greater year of victories for animals.

Educating, Persuading, Liberating

Groundbreaking Victories for Animals

PETA and our international affiliates persuaded Dean Ryan, Belvoir; Myers, Liquidated, ESPN; and PETA UK to use the scientific advancements to ban cruel experiments on beavers, rats, and other animals; and convinced the HSUS to support a ban on mink fur. We also helped convince the FDA to ban the use of animals in studies for the COVID-19 vaccine.

We're not just changing policies and procedures. We're changing hearts and minds. We're changing the world.

For the second year in a row, we've compiled an annual report called Groundbreaking Victories for Animals to show how PETA is leading the way to end cruelty to animals and animal suffering. Each victory is a victory for animals.
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